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Bipolar tetraether lipids (BTL), such as glycerol dialkyl calditol tetraether (GDNT)
and glycerol dialkyl glycerol tetraether (GDGT), are the dominating lipid species in
thermoacidophiles that inhabit at pH ≤ 4 and temperatures ≥65°C. BTL containing
archaea membranes respond to environmental pH changes by varying the
number of cyclopentane rings in the isoprenoids, the amount of GDNT relative
to GDGT, the ratio of tetraethers to diethers, and the level of glycosylation in polar
headgroups. These structural and compositional adjustments can alter the
hydrogen bond networks in the membrane polar headgroup regions and the
packing tightness and rigidity in the membrane hydrophobic core. It is likely that
these changes in non-covalent interactions among archaea lipids are made to
retain lowmembrane volume fluctuations and their low sensitivity to temperature,
as illustrated in the case of liposomes made of the polar lipid fraction E (PLFE) of
Sulfolobus acidocaldarius. As such, a low passive proton permeability and a near
neutral intracellular pH can be maintained, and, as a result, optimal activities of
soluble and membrane-bound proteins in thermoacidophiles can be retained in
acidic growth conditions at elevated growth temperatures.
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Introduction

Certain microorganisms can thrive in extreme acidic (pH 1–4) (Lund et al., 2020) or
alkaline (~pH 9–13) (Koga et al., 1982; Preiss et al., 2015) environments while the pH of their
intracellular compartments is near neutral. Alkaliphiles are bacteria. Acidophiles can be
bacteria or archaea and many of them are thermophiles (≥60°C) (Auernik et al., 2008). This
article reviews the research progress in biophysical characterization and understanding of
membranes in thermoacidophilic archaea (Auernik et al., 2008).

Structure features of archaea lipids and their roles in
archaea membranes

Archaea lipids have structural features that are distinctly different from those in bacteria and
eukaryotes. Lipids in archaea contain isoprenoids linked to either glycerol or calditol via ether
bonds (Figure 1A), forming an sn-2,3-glycerol stereo-configuration. In contrast, naturally
occurring non-archaea lipids are in an sn-1,2 stereo-configuration and most lipids
synthesized in bacteria and eukaryotes have fatty acyl chains linked to glycerol via ester
bonds. Compared to ester bonds, ether linkages are chemically and thermally more stable.
Phytanyl (20C) and biphytanyl (40C) are the most common isoprenoids found in archaea lipids
and they contain branched methyl groups separated by 2−3 carbons (Figure 1A and
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Supplementary Figures S1, S2). Branched methyl group increases the
cross-sectional area and hinders close packing of the hydrocarbon
chains (Dote et al., 1990; Chugunov et al., 2014).

Archaea lipids can be diethers or tetraethers. Certain archaea
contain only diether lipids (e.g., inMethanococcus jannaschii andM.
burtonii) or only tetraether lipids (e.g., in Pyrococcus woesei and P.
islandicum) whereas many others have both diethers and tetraethers
(Ulrih et al., 2009).

Archaea diether lipids typically have two isoprenoid chains
attached to the glycerol moiety (Supplementary Figure S1). In rare
cases, the two isoprenoid chains in a diether are covalently linked at
the end to form a macrocyclic compound (Sprott et al., 1991)
(Supplementary Figure S1). While most archaea diether lipids are
saturated, unsaturated diethers (e.g., 2,3-di-O-geranylgeranyl-sn-
glycerol) are present in some methanogens and halophiles (Nichols
and Franzmann, 1992; Hafenbradl et al., 1996). Diether archaea lipids
form bilayer membranes in aqueous solution; however, they can also
formmonolayers on a solid support. Membrane properties of archaea
diethers can be modulated by apolar isoprenoid molecules such as
squalene, which are abundant in archaea. Squalene tightens
monolayer packing of diethers and alters monolayer membrane
lateral organization creating bowl-like domains (Gilmore et al.,
2013). Squalane (a hydrogenation product of squalene) can insert
into the mid-plane space of diether bilayers reducing proton
permeation (Salvador-Castell et al., 2019).

Most tetraethers in archaea are macrocyclic having two
biphytanyl chains with one end of each of the biphytanyl chains
attached to a glycerol and another end to either the second glycerol
(called glycerol dialkyl glycerol tetraether, GDGT) or a calditol
(called glycerol dialkyl calditol tetraether, GDNT) (Figure 1A).
Some tetraether lipids are semi-macrocyclic, e.g., glycerol trialkyl
glycerol tetraether (GTGT) (Rosa et al., 1983) (Supplementary
Figure S2). Macrocyclic conformation per se has a condensation
effect on membranes (Bulacu et al., 2012). In both GDGT and
GDNT, up to four cyclopentane rings can be synthesized in each
biphytanyl chain (Rao et al., 2023). The average number and
distribution of cyclopentane rings in the isoprenoid chains
depend upon the growth temperature (De Rosa et al., 1980),
pH (Shimada et al., 2008; Boyd et al., 2011; Chiu et al., 2023),
growth rate (Quehenberger et al., 2020) and growth phase (Jensen
et al., 2015; Chiu et al., 2023). For example, the number of
cyclopentane rings per tetraether molecule from the
thermoacidophile Sulfolobus acidocaldarius increases from 3.4 to
4.8 when the growth temperature increases from 65°C to 82°C (De
Rosa et al., 1980) and decreases from 5.1 to 4.6 when the growth rate
increases from 0.011 to 0.035 h−1 at 75°C and pH 3.1 (Quehenberger
et al., 2020). In the cases of S. islandicus and S. tokodaii, the number
of cyclopentane rings per tetraether molecule in the exponential
growth phase is slightly less than that in the lag and stationary phase
(Jensen et al., 2015). In addition to cyclopentane, one cyclohexane

FIGURE 1
(A) shows the structure features of bipolar tetraether lipids (created with Biorender.com) and their contributions to archaea membrane properties,
particularly, membrane free volumes and free volume fluctuations as they are closely related to solute (e.g., proton) permeation throughmembranes. The
polar headgroups that are attached to the glycerol or calditol backbone can vary. This panel shows the polar headgroups associated with PLFE lipids
(Chang and Lo, 1991). (B) is taken from Figure 6 of the molecular dynamics’ simulations study by Chugunov et al. (Chugunov et al., 2014) (with
permission). This study shows the existence of local free volume in the isoprenoid areas of BTL membranes with 6 branched methyl groups and
2 cyclopentane rings (m6r2) or 8 branched methyl groups (m8r0) or 2 cyclopentane rings (m0r2). (C) is taken from Figure 6 of Zai et al. (Zhai et al., 2012),
with permission. This figure shows the temperature dependence of experimentally obtained relative volume fluctuations (〈ΔV2〉/V2)1/2 of PLFE liposomes
derived from S. acidocaldarius cells grown at three different temperatures: 68 °C (dark squares), 76 °C (open circles), 81 °C (open triangles). Solid line:
DPPC liposomes for comparison.
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ring can be present in a biphytanyl chain in certain crenarchaea
(Damsté et al., 2002; Pearson et al., 2004). Cyclopentane ring hinders
hydrocarbon chain rotation, shortens membrane thickness, and
tightens membrane packing (Gabriel and Chong, 2000). While
cyclopentane rings and branched methyl groups in the tetraether
isoprenoids bring about membrane rigidity, they also generate some
local free volume in the hydrophobic core (Chugunov et al., 2014)
(Figure 1B). Various polar groups, such as phosphoinositol and
carbohydrates, are attached to the two glycerol moieties in GDGT
or to the glycerol and calditol ends of GDNT, generating asymmetric
bipolar tetraether lipids (BTL) (Figure 1A).

In archaea cell membranes, BTL span the entire membrane
forming a monomolecular structure, with anionic groups, such as
the phosphoinositol-containing polar end, facing the intracellular
compartment and the glycosyl polar end residing at the outer
surface of the cell (Morii and Koga, 1994). Since the BTL polar
headgroups are rich in hydroxyl groups, extensive hydrogen bond
networks are formed on both the outer and the inner surface of BTL
membranes. Compared to glycerol, calditol has five more OH groups.
Thus, GDNT can, in principle, form more hydrogen bonds with
neighboring molecules than GDGT; however, the overall hydrogen
bonding is dependent upon the actual polar headgroups attached to
the calditol and glycerol. In addition to the upright configuration, BTL
may adopt a U-shaped disposition in membranes (Gulik et al., 1985;
Bakowsky et al., 2000; Jeworrek et al., 2011), which is energetically less
favorable than the upright conformation (Bulacu et al., 2012).
Additional structure features of archaeal lipids in membranes are
discussed in several previous reviews (Albers et al., 2000; Koga and
Morii, 2005; Chong, 2010; Oger andCario, 2013; Schouten et al., 2013;
Caforio and Driessen, 2017; Siliakus et al., 2017).

Effects of growth pH on lipid structures,
membrane compositions, and the
physicochemical properties of
thermoacidophile membranes

Thermoacidophiles, mainly those belonging to the archaeal
orders of Sulfolobales and Thermoplasmatales, are rich in bipolar
tetraether lipids (BTL). Membranes composed of archaea BTL have
unusual physicochemical properties. For example, the relative
membrane volume fluctuations of the polar lipid fraction E
(PLFE, exclusively BTL) from S. acidocaldarius are
extraordinarily low and temperature insensitive, changing only
from 1% at 20°C to 2% at 75°C, as opposed to 3.2% below, 9%
during, and 5% above the main phase transition of
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) diester bilayers (Zhai
et al., 2012) (Figure 1C). As another illustration, membrane
packing of PLFE is so tight and rigid that the membrane probe
6-dodecanoyl-2-dimethylaminonaphthalene (Laurdan) can only
partially insert into PLFE vesicular membranes, leaving the long
axis of the naphthalene chromophore of Laurdan exposed to the
outside and aligned parallel to the membrane surface, in sharp
contrast to the disposition of Laurdan in diester membranes
(Bagatolli et al., 2000). Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations
further revealed that BTL membranes are tightly packed but there is
local void space near the branched methyl groups and the
cyclopentane rings in the isoprenoid chains (Chugunov et al.,

2014) (Figure 1B). Therefore, BTL membranes are “durable”
(rigid and tight) yet “liquid” (Chugunov et al., 2014). In short,
BTL membranes exhibit tight and rigid packing in both the
hydrophobic core and the polar headgroup regions, yet, they
have certain fluidity for membrane functions which together
contribute significantly to thermoacidophilic archaea’s capability
to thrive in extreme environments such as low pHs [recently
reviewed in (Rao et al., 2023; Řezanka et al., 2023)].

Under the optimal growth conditions (pH ≤ 4), the intracellular
pH of thermoacidophiles falls within a narrow range, 5.4–6.5
(Slonczewski et al., 2009), with the exception from the extreme
acidophiles such as Picrophilus torridus and Picrophilus oshimae,
which have an intracellular pH value 4.6 (Table 1). This near neutral
or slightly acidic intracellular pH range (4.6–6.5) is essential for the
optimal activities ofDNAand intracellular proteins (Auernik et al., 2008).
Maintaining pH homeostasis inside the cell, while under acidic stress,
requires a fine balance between proton inflow and outflow, which can
come from several membrane transport systems or mechanisms
including membrane channels, proton pumps, ATPase, and passive
proton permeation (Michels and Bakker, 1985; Guan and Liu, 2020).

Passive proton permeability in archaea tetraether lipid model
membranes has been studied by using pH sensitive fluorescent
probes (e.g., 6-carboxyfluorescein and pyranine). Liposomal
membranes made of asymmetric BTL isolated from the
thermoacidophile S. acidocaldarius exhibit exceedingly low
proton permeability (Chang, 1994; Elferink et al., 1994; Komatsu
and Chong, 1998), such as (0.3–0.5) x10−8 cm s−1 at 65–82°C for
PLFE liposomes versus (3–9) x 10−8 cm s−1 at the same temperatures
for liposomes made of egg yolk phosphatidylcholine (Komatsu and
Chong, 1998). Furthermore, proton permeability in PLFE liposomes
increases by less than 2 x 10−10 cm s−1 from 25 to 82°C whereas
liposomes made of egg yolk phosphatidylcholine changes by 8 x
10−8 cm s−1 from 25 to 82°C (Komatsu and Chong, 1998). This
remarkably low proton permeability and temperature insensitivity
for BTL liposomes has been attributed to the strong hydrogen bond
networks in the membrane polar headgroup regions (Elferink et al.,
1994) and the tight and rigid packing in the hydrophobic core
(Komatsu and Chong, 1998). This proposition is in line with not
only the theory that proton permeation across liposomal
membranes occurs through transient defects produced by
thermal fluctuations (Nichols and Deamer, 1980; Lawaczeck,
1988), but also the more recent experimental finding that
membrane volume fluctuations in PLFE liposomes are
exceedingly low and temperature insensitive (Chong et al., 2010;
Zhai et al., 2012) (Figure 1C). The branched methyl groups can also
contribute to the low proton permeability of BTL membranes
(Yamauchi et al., 1993), but to a much lesser extent (Komatsu
and Chong, 1998). The negative charge on the membrane surface is
not the contributing factor for the low proton permeability in PLFE
liposomes (Komatsu and Chong, 1998). It is believed that such a low
proton permeability and temperature insensitivity are essential for
the plasma membrane of S. acidocaldarius to maintain a sharp
pH gradient between the extracellular environment (pH 2.5) and the
intracellular space (pH 6.5) over a wide range of growth
temperatures (65–90°C) (van de Vossenberg et al., 1998).

For thermoacidophiles under optimal growth conditions, the
extracellular environment can be 3–5 pH units more acidic than the
intracellular compartment (Table 1). When the growth pH is further
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lowered, an even larger proton gradient across the archaea
membrane will be formed and the rate of proton permeation will
be significantly enhanced, which could lead to a lower and
physiologically less favorable pH inside the cell. To counteract
the lowered growth pH and the enlarged pH gradient across the
membrane, archaea cells can increase the number of cyclopentane
rings in the isoprenoids. Molecular dynamics simulation (Gabriel
and Chong, 2000) shows that archaea tetraether lipid membranes
made of GDNT containing eight cyclopentane rings in the molecule
are packed much tighter, with membrane volume reduced by 4.9%
and the interaction energy increased by 35 kcal/mol, when
compared to GDNT membranes with no rings in the
isoprenoids. Furthermore, the polar headgroup of GDNT runs
almost parallel to the membrane surface when containing eight
cyclopentane rings, whereas the headgroup is oriented
perpendicular to the membrane surface when containing no
rings. As such, cyclization of isoprenoids affects the packing of
both the hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions of the membrane.
These ring-induced condensing effects and structural changes have
been attributed to increased hydrogen-bonding, harmonic bond
stretching, theta expansion bond angle bending, and dihedral
angle torsion. It is well known that solute permeability (including
proton permeability) is decreased when membrane packing is
tighter and more rigid (Falck et al., 2004; Zhai et al., 2012;
Chugunov et al., 2014). Thus, increasing the number of
isoprenoid cyclization is an effective adaptation strategy
employed by archaea cells to fight against the acid stress. To this
end, it is worthy of mentioning that archaea membrane tightness
may not vary with the number of cyclopentane rings in BTL
isoprenoids in a monotonic manner. Membrane compressibility
data showed that membrane packing in PLFE liposomes reaches
maximal tightness when the lipids are derived from cells grown at
optimal temperatures (Zhai et al., 2012).

In addition to isoprenoid cyclization, archaea can synthesize
more sugar moieties for the BTL to cope with the increased acid
stress. The additional sugars can bring about more OH groups to the
BTL polar headgroups and consequently strengthen the hydrogen
bond networks in BTL membranes. Protons in the extracellular

environment need to overcome three physical barriers, namely, the
polar headgroups facing the extracellular environment, the
hydrophobic core, and the polar headgroups facing the
intracellular side, to reach the cytoplasm of the cell. A more
extensive hydrogen bonding network in the lipid polar
headgroup regions would hinder proton permeation in the
membranes. This proton shelter concept was proven correct by a
biomimetic study, which showed that a 10-nm-thick polymer layer
rich in OH on a quartz crystal microbalance chip was able to raise
the pH of the coated chip from 1.0 to >5.0 (Wang et al., 2012).

The above-described lipid structural changes with growth pH are,
for the most part, consistent with the data obtained from the
molecular biology and geochemistry studies. Lipid analyses from
cultivated archaea cells (De Rosa et al., 1980; De Rosa and
Gambacorta, 1988) and the archaea cells taken from geothermal
springs (Boyd et al., 2013) showed that the number of
cyclopentane rings in archaea tetraether lipids increases with
decreasing growth pH (Boyd et al., 2011). The enzyme that
generates cyclopentane rings in the isoprenoid chains of GDGT
(ring synthase, Grs) has been discovered (Zeng et al., 2019).
Sulfolobus Grs has two isoforms. GrsA catalyzes the synthesis of
the first four cyclopentane rings, namely, GDGT-1, GDGT-2, GDGT-
3, and GDGT-4 (Zeng et al., 2019). GrsB prefers to act on the products
resulting from GrsA and generates additional cyclopentane rings
(i.e., GDGT-5-8) (Zeng et al., 2019). Like the case of lipid analyses,
higher grs abundance and more grs gene copies were found in the
archaea grown in more acidic environments (Blum et al., 2023).

While a few studies showed a negative correlation between the
number of cyclopentane rings and the environmental pH, a couple
of studies lead to an opposite conclusion. For example, the average
number of cyclopentane rings in GDGT isolated from the
thermoacidophile Thermoplasma acidophilum HO-62 was found
to change from 5.1 at pH 3 to 4.1 at pH 1.8 (Shimada et al.,
2008) and the average number of GDGT cyclization in the
thermoacidophilic archaeon Saccharolobus islandicus changed from
3.7 at pH 3.4 to 1.6 at pH 2.4 during the mid-log growth phase at 76°C
(Chiu et al., 2023). Interestingly, the study of Shimada et al. also
reported that the archaea BTL carried more sugar moieties in the

TABLE 1 Illustrations of intracellular pHs and growth temperatures/pHs of acidophilic archaea. Optimum values are within the parentheses. ΔpH, intracellular
pH—growth pH.

Archaea Growth temperature Growth pH Intracellular pH ΔpH

Picrophilus torridus 45–65°C (60°C) Schleper et al. (1995) 0–2.2 (0.7) Schleper et al. (1995) 4.5–5.5 (4.6) Futterer et al.
(2004)

3.9

Ferroplasma. acidiphilum 15–45°C (35°C) Golyshina et al. (2000) 1.3–2.2 (1.7) Golyshina et al. (2000);
Macalady et al. (2004)

5.6 Macalady et al. (2004) 3.9

Thermoplasma acidophilum 45–62°C (59°C) Darland et al. (1970) 0.96–3.5 (1–2) Darland et al. (1970) 5.5 Searcy (1976) 4.7

6.4–6.9 Hsung and Haug
(1975)

6.2–7.0 Michels and Bakker
(1985)

Thermoplasma volcanium 33–67°C (60°C) Segerer et al. (1988) 1–4 (2) Segerer et al. (1988) 6.6 Kawashima et al. (2000) 4.6

Metallosphaera sedula 50–80°C (74°C) Huber et al. (1989) 1–4.5 (2) (Huber et al. (1989) 5.4 Peeples and Kelly (1995) 3.4

Sulfolobus solfataricus or Sulfolobus
acidocaldarius

55–85°C (70–75°C) or (80–85°C) De Rosa et al.
(1975); Grogan (1989)

1–5.8 (2–4) De Rosa et al. (1975); Grogan
(1989)

6.3 Brock et al. (1972) 3.3
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polar headgroupswhen the growth pHdecreased (Shimada et al., 2008).
An increase in sugar moieties could provide more of the proton shelter
effect (Wang et al., 2012), resulting in a decrease in proton permeability
in archaea membranes, as discussed earlier. Thus, it appears that the
assessment of the pH effect on archaea membranes should consider
both the number of cyclopentane rings in the isoprenoids and the
amount of sugar moieties in the lipid polar headgroups. In other words,
to evaluate whethermembranemodification is themainmechanism for
thermoacidophiles to cope with acid stress, lipid analysis (or molecular
dynamics simulations) should be conducted on the intact BTL
molecules, rather than just the core structure (Chiu et al., 2023) or
BTL without sugar moieties (Chugunov et al., 2014).

The amount of GDNT relative to GDGT is also an important factor
governing proton permeability and other archaea cell membrane
properties. Membrane behaviors of GDNT can be quite different
from those of GDGT. For instance, the surface potential of
monolayer made of hydrolyzed GDNT (with the phosphoinositols
and carbohydrates removed) increases by 13% when the pH in the
aqueous subphase is changed from 5.5 to pH 7.4, whereas that of
hydrolyzed GDGT remains virtually unchanged with the same
pH changes (Dote et al., 1990). Such a difference can be understood
by the fact that calditol in hydrolyzedGDNThas 5 free hydroxyl groups
whereas glycerol in hydrolyzed GDGT has only one free hydroxyl.
Thus, compared to GDGT, GDNT can have more hydrogen bonds
with neighboring molecules. This property can partially explain why
calditol-linked membrane lipids are required for acid tolerance in S.
acidocaldarius (Zeng et al., 2018). Since low pH is known to disrupt
hydrogen bonding and GDNT hasmore hydrogen bonds, it is expected
that membranes made of GDNT-containing BTL can tolerate more
acidic stress than GDGT-containing lipid membranes.

Lipid analyses, proteomics, and transcriptomics are useful for
assessing the changes in archaea membranes under environmental
stresses. However, due to the discrepancy between the observation of
grsB upregulation and the detection of a lower number of cyclopentane
rings per BTL in S. islandicus upon acid stress, Chiu et al. (2023) pointed
out that transcript data alone may not be used to predict GDGT
cyclization because significant post-transcriptional regulation may
occur. Nevertheless, the transcriptomic data indicated that there was
an upregulation of proton pumping ATPase when the growth pH of S.
islandicus changed from 3.4 to 2.4 (Chiu et al., 2023).
Thermoacidophiles have other active proton pumping proteins such
as NADH dehydrogenase (Futterer et al., 2004). How their protein
expression levels respond to acidic stress are not well documented.

Lipid structure changes induced by an acidic environment (e.g.,
more cyclopentane rings, additional sugar moieties, increased GDNT-
to-GDGT ratio), as revealed by lipid analyses, transcriptomics, and
proteomics, should affect the overall membrane packing, which
consequently can alter not only passive proton permeability but also
the activities of proton pumps embedded in the membrane. However,
to date, the quantitative determinations of proton permeability,
membrane fluidity, and the activities of active proton pumps as a
function of cyclopentane rings plus sugar moieties in live archaea cells
or well-defined model membrane systems are largely missing. This is
the major research gap that needs to be filled before claiming that
thermoacidophilic archaea follow the principles of pH and membrane
viscosity homeostasis in response to environmental acidic stress. The
concept of homeoviscous adaptation was previously established with
substantial support from biophysical measurements of membrane

properties in bacteria and eukaryotes (Sinensky, 1974; Ernst et al.,
2016); but controversy still existed (Hazel, 1995). When animal cells
are grown in higher or lower temperatures, optimal cell membrane
viscosity, as measured by fluorescent probes, is retained for normal cell
functions by changing the length and degree of unsaturation in diester
lipid acyl chains and by changing the content of membrane regulators,
such as cholesterol and ergosterol in eukaryotes and hopanoids in
bacteria. In thermoacidophilic archaea membranes, sterols are not
present, and their cyclopentane rings in the isoprenoids may serve as
the modulator of membrane viscosity, which affects membrane-bound
proteins and proton permeation. This proposition needs to be supported
by some sorts of membrane “viscosity” measurements, in addition to
molecular dynamics simulations.

Conclusion

Thermoacidophilic archaea have multiple mechanisms to
biochemically adjust themselves in response to an increase in
environmental acidic stress. They can synthesize more
cyclopentane rings in the isoprenoids and more sugar moieties in
the polar headgroups. They can also synthesize more GDNT relative
to GDGT andmore tetraether lipids relative to dieters, in conjunction
with upregulation of active proton pumping proteins. These structural
and compositional adjustments can alter the hydrogen bond networks
in the membrane polar headgroup regions and the packing tightness
and rigidity in the membrane hydrophobic core.

It is likely that these changes in non-covalent interactions
among archaea lipids are made to retain low membrane volume
fluctuations and their low sensitivity to temperature, as illustrated in
the case of PLFE liposomes mentioned above. As such, a low passive
proton permeability and a near neutral intracellular pH can be
maintained, and, as a result, optimal activities of soluble and
membrane-bound proteins in thermoacidophiles can be retained
in acidic growth conditions at elevated growth temperatures.

The growth conditions of thermoacidophiles may resemble, to
some extent, the conditions for life on earth billion years ago (di Giulio,
2005). Thus, our knowledge gained in this research area could be useful
for shedding light on early life’s biological adaptation and for designing
artificial cells that can sustain life in harsh physical conditions.
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